Abstract. We consider difference approximations to the model hyperbolic equation u, = ux which compute each new value U(x, t + Ai) as a combination of the known values U(x -rax, t),..., U(x + sàx, Ar). For such schemes we find the optimal order of accuracy: stability is possible for small Ar/Ax if and only if p « min{r + s,2r + 2,2s}. A similar bound is established for implicit methods. In this case the most accurate schemes are based on Padé approximations P(z)/Q(z) to zx near z = 1, and we find an expression for the difference | Q \2 -| P |2; this allows us to test the von Neumann condition | P/Q\< 1. We also determine the number of zeros of Q in the unit circle, which decides whether the implicit part is uniformly invertible.
1. Introduction. This note returns to a theme which continues to appear in the construction of finite difference equations, the conflict between accuracy and stability. In some cases there is a severe limit on the order of accuracy, a limit which we reach in practice and would like to exceed. This occurs in both ordinary and partial difference methods, and we mention three examples:
(1) An .4-stable multistep method for u, = am cannot have accuracy p > 2 (Dahlquist [2] ).
(2) A method for u, = ux with nonnegative coefficients cannot have accuracy p > 1 (Lax [12] ; also in the Russian literature and in [20] ).
(3) A stable one-sided method for u, = ux-in which m(x, 0) can influence the approximation [/(x', t) only if x > x'-cannot have accuracy p > 2 (Strang [15] , Engquist and Osher [6] , Iserles [9] ).
There are other examples, including one of the first and most celebrated of all, in which higher accuracies are involved; we refer to the bound p < 2[ik + 2)/2] for a fc-step difference method, in which it is zero-stability and not ^-stability that is required (Dahlquist [3] ). This paper gives the corresponding bounds for hyperbolic equations.
First we comment briefly on the relation between u, = Xu and ut = ux, illustrated by (1) and (3) above.
With X -/«, and therefore u = e,u", the accuracy of a multistep method is determined by substituting this solution into the difference equation: (1.1) e'wA' = 2 Cje'J^' + OiAtP+x). By comparison, with initial condition e,ax in the equation u, = ux, accuracy for a one-sided method depends on (1.2) e"*' = 2 Cjeija"x + 0(Axp+x).
y>0
There is the difference between A; and Ax, and the definitions of stability are not identical, but what is most striking is the shift from j<0toj> 0. The former is a problem in extrapolation and the latter in interpolation. The Courant-FriedrichsLewy condition about domains of dependence would forbid stability in (1.2) if we switched toj < 0; the true solution is u = e"j(x+,), depending as always on the data at points x + t > x. This right side (x, oo) would be ignored, and the left side (-00, x) used exclusively, if we changed toj < 0 in (1.2); stability and convergence could not survive.
One may therefore wonder how A -stability can ever be achieved. It is only because the coefficients Cj are allowed to depend on X (or «), which is unthinkable in the partial differential problem; there « was in the initial condition and outside of our control, whereas it appears directly in the ordinary differential equation ut = Xu and therefore in its difference analogue. In the trapezoidal scheme we have Un+\ ~Un _ (*")"+! + J*U)" _2 + XAt At 2 ' ° "+1 2-XAi""'
and this coefficient c0 is a rational function of X. It gives p -2 with ,4-stability (| c0 | < 1 for Re X < 0), and no more complicated multistep formula can do better. 2 This digression will return us to the real subject of the paper, if we ask the corresponding question for hyperbolic equations. It is this: If instead of one-sided schemes we allow the use of r values to the left of the origin and s values to the right, what order of accuracy can be combined with stability? If r = 0, we are back to question (3) , and the Lax-Wendroff scheme is optimal; it achieves p -2. (This is the uncentered scheme with s -2; the normal centering with r = s = 1 is also stable with p -2, and works better.) If r > 0 then we are using points outside the domain of dependence of u, -ux, on the left where no characteristics emerge instead of on the right, intending to improve the accuracy and still retain stability. The goal is to decide what is possible. There is a special choice of coefficients c_r,...,cs which gives the maximal accuracy p = r + s, but it will not always be stable.
We concentrate first on explicit schemes for ut = ux: s (1.3) í/(x, t + At) = '2tcJU(x+jAx, t).
-r
The coefficients c] depend on the ratio p = At/Ax, and the von Neumann condition is the test for stability: We let U(x,0) = eio>x, so that U(x, At) = ÇZCjeiJaAx)eiax = ae'"x, and this amplification factor a cannot exceed unity. Otherwise, since í/(x, «Ai) = a"Uix, 0), the solution will explode. With 6 = «Ax, stability therefore means License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
To determine the accuracy, we compare this same factor with the corresponding factor e'wA' = e'*9 which appears at time Ai in the true solution u -e'w(x+". Accuracy of order p means agreement through the term in 0P:
(1.5) 2cJeiJe = e,»t> + 0(6p+x).
Finally, we agree to stay within the range At < Ax, or 0 < ft < 1. Nothing is sacrificed; if an equation (1.3) with coefficients c' is stable for p' -\, say, then by shifting each coefficient to the left (cj = c'j+x) we are back to p = {. Multiplying throughout by e~'e brings no change in accuracy or stability: Of course infinite accuracy is achieved for Ax = Ai in the special case U(x, t + At) = U(x + Ax, t), which is identically satisfied by the general solution u(x, t) = u0(x + t)-but this cannot extend from the model equation w, = ux to the real problem of general hyperbolic systems. The problem is to reconcile (1.4) and (1.5): stability and accuracy. For 5 = 0 it is impossible by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition, and p = 0 is optimal. For r = 0, the maximal is p -2. For general r and s, we prove Theorem 1. The maximum order of accuracy of a stable scheme is (1.6) p = min{r + s,2r + 2,2s}.
There are two steps in the proof. The first is to show that higher accuracy is not possible. Here we rely on the theory of order-stars. This set of ideas was introduced in [19] and it led directly to the proof of two outstanding conjectures: the first Ehle conjecture [5] on the A -acceptability of Padé approximations to the exponential function and the Daniel-Moore multiderivative form [4] of the Dahlquist barrier. Since then it has played a similar role for rational interpolation of ex [8] . The contribution of order-stars is mostly negative, and completely crucial. They demonstrate that a particular distribution of zeros or poles cannot occur; we make a similar use of them here. However we need an extension of the original theory, to carry out the application to hyperbolic difference schemes.
The other step is to show that the accuracy given in (1.6) can be achieved by a stable scheme. In an equivalent but slightly disguised form, this is already known. The second author showed earlier [14] that the maximally accurate schemes, those with/? = r + s, are stable for 0 < p < 1 provided that s -r,s -r + 1, or s = r + 2. (Instability for other combinations was not proved; that is one of the contributions of order-stars.)
It follows that the value of p in the theorem can be stably attained for any r and s: (i) If i *£ r then min{r + s,2r + 2,2s} = 2s, and this accuracy is achieved with Cj = 0 for / < -5 and with the most accurate coefficients (given in [14] ) from -s to s.
(ii) If s = r + 1 then the most accurate scheme is stable, and min{/-+ s,2r + 2, 2s} = r + s -p.
(iii) If s > r + 1 then min{r + s,2r + 2,2s} -2r + 2, and this accuracy is achieved with c = 0 for j > r + 2 and with the most accurate coefficients from -r to r+2.
Theorem 1 implies that no other choice of these coefficients Cj can increase the accuracy without destroying stability. The easy choice c = 0 outside the central range is in this sense optimal.
There are two important variations on the difference approximation (1.3), each raising its own problems of accuracy and stability. Both approximate the same hyperbolic equation ut = ux, and the first is semidiscrete:
^(x,t) = ígjU(x+jAx,t)/Ax.
Again the test solution is eiu(x+'\ Starting from U(x,0) = eio>x, we find U(x, t) = exp(^gJeiJuAxt/Ax)eiux.
Comparing the exponents, the order of accuracy is decided by (1.8) ^gje'JaAxt/Ax « iut, or S?;«'7' = i0 + 0(6P+X).
Stability requires the exponential to stay bounded, and therefore the exponent itself must have nonpositive real part:
(1.9) Re2g/'7*^0 for all 0.
-r For this problem, the balance between accuracy and stability is exactly the same. The value of p in Theorem 1 is also the optimal order of accuracy for semidiscrete approximations [9] and it is achieved as before by the special schemes with s = r, r + 1, or r + 2. (The bias to the right of the origin stems from the choice of the model ut = ux; for u, = -ux, with characteristics coming from the left, this bias is reversed.) The proof that higher accuracy implies instability was the first success in applying order-stars to hyperbolic equations.
Remark. The upper limit p -2 in the one-sided semidiscrete case r = 0 was established in [6] . In fact it is a consequence of the earlier theorem for fully discrete approximations [15] : If p = 3 were possible in (1.8), and g(e'e) = 1gje'jB with Re g < 0, then (1.10) Ic^^l+pg + Upgf + Upgf 0 ¿ U would represent a one-sided difference method that combined p = 3 with stability for small p. (The modulus of (1.10) is bounded by unity for small p if Re g =£ 0.)
This contradicts [15] , and therefore the semidiscrete result for r = 0 follows from the fully discrete case. We note that [14] considered u, = -ux with r = 1; the bound p *£ 2 proved there applies to ut = ux with s = 1 (by reversing the sign of x) or with r = 0 (by shifting the scheme through one meshpoint). Theorem 1 retains this natural correspondence between s and r + 1, and goes beyond the original case p *£ 2.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use A similar transition is also possible for much more general difference methods: The "derivative" of a fully discrete scheme yields a semidiscrete scheme of the same accuracy. The coefficients are gj -dcj/dp, evaluated at p = 0, and from (1.5) we have
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Given that the original scheme was stable, with coefficients reducing to the usual Cj = ô0j at p = 0, the semidiscrete scheme is also stable:
Re Ss,-*0'' = lim -Re(2c,.<?°'tf -l) < 0.
The stability of the special semidiscrete methods with s -r, r + 1, or r + 2 is therefore confirmed both by the explicit computation of 2g,e'/ö in [9] and by this relationship to the maximally accurate schemes in [14] .
In the general case, this same step from fully discrete to semidiscrete allows an immediate proof of Theorem 1. The order of accuracy is not reduced in the transition, and stability is not lost; therefore the upper limit on p which is known in the semidiscrete case applies also to the discrete equation. The limit in ( 1.6) cannot be exceeded, since otherwise it would be exceeded by the semidiscrete "derivative,"
and that is impossible by [9] .
The other modification of the difference equation (1.3) is to make it implicit: s s (1.12) ^bJU(x+jAx,t + At) = '%CjU(x+jAx,t).
-R -r
This presents new problems, or rather the same problems with new difficulties. There is little change in the test for accuracy:
(1.13) a(e'e)=^--= e,iie + 0(6p+x).
For stability the test case u(x, 0) = eiax shows that von Neumann's condition is still necessary:
(1.14) |a(<?")|<l for all 0.
Because the difference equation is implicit, there is also a further requirement. Its role is to locate the "center" of the scheme, since the explicit and implicit parts could be shifted in unison without affecting (1.13) or (1.14); the numerator and denominator would be multiplied by the same power of e'e. On the whole line -oo < x < oo, the effect would be undetectable. On a half line, however, or on the interval 0 < x < 1, the shift makes a difference. We may think of the implicit operator as a Toeplitz matrix, with the entry b0 along its main diagonal and the other ft. on adjacent diagonals. For the difference equation (1.12) to be correctly posed, this matrix B must have a bounded inverse (or more precisely, the matrices B¿xx should be uniformly bounded). Suppose, for example, that only one of the coefficients ft-is nonzero. Then that coefficient must be b0; otherwise we have a multiple of the shift operator and invertibility is lost. The extra requirement can be expressed in terms of the winding number of 1bje'je (it must be zero). Or, since there are finitely many terms in the sum, it is a condition on the poles of a(z): the polynomial s (1.15) Q(z) = zR^bjZJ must have £ zeros in | z |< 1 and 5 zeros in \z |> 1.
-R This "pole condition" makes £ uniformly invertible, and together with the von Neumann condition it is necessary and sufficient for stability in l2 [16, 17] .
§2 extends these stability conditions to semidiscrete approximations. The argument depends on a "Wiener-Hopf factorization" of B into triangular Toeplitz matrices, in the opposite order £ = UL from the factors in Gaussian elimination. Then we find, for implicit equations, the analogue of Theorem 1. The limit on accuracy depends not only on the number of mesh values that appear in ( 1.12), but also on their balance: if the equation is stable, then (1.16) p ^ min{r + s + R + S,2(r + R + l),2(s + S)}. This is Theorem 2, proved by a generalization of order-stars. The remaining problem is to construct implicit approximations that are accurate and stable. We look for coefficients that combine (1.13)-(1.15), and are therefore subject to the limitations onp given above.
It is natural to look first at the most accurate choice, for which p = r + s + R + S. This requirement determines the coefficients uniquely, and it must correspond to a Padè approximation (1.17) %<-.* », 54=i^£W+0(|Z-ir.), where X = r -R + p. This is the Padé approximation to zx at z = 1, a polynomial £m/" of degree m -r + s divided by a polynomial Qm/n of degree n = R + S. By good fortune these two polynomials were computed in [10]; they are limits of hypergeometric functions, we can ask whether they satisfy the von Neumann condition | £ |<| Q | and the pole condition (1.15). This question is answered, in part, in the second half of the paper. In §3 we find a formula for the difference D -\ Q(e'e) |2 -| P(e'e) \2, and we transform Q into a generalized Jacobi polynomial. Therefore the von Neumann condition becomes D > 0, and the pole condition depends on the zeros of £"<0,B\z). In the symmetric case m = n these tests are comparatively easy to apply; we have D = 0 and we can reach a = ß. The classical theory of orthogonal polynomials yields (in Theorem 4A) the only stable possibilities: r = S and s = R, or r = S -1 and s -R + 1. The nearly symmetric cases m -n -±1 are also resolved in §4, using Markoff's theorem on the monotonicity of the zeros with respect to changes in the weight function. Then §5 decides the stability problem for a large class of Padé schemes with general m and n-for which orthogonality is lost (it requires a, ß > -1) and the von Neumann condition is much more difficult.3 For arbitrary r, s, R, and S, the complete answer remains unknown. but also by the balance between r + £ and s + S and by the need for stability. The limit on accuracy is given below. It implies that high accuracy near boundaries cannot be achieved by unbalancing the equation and staying inside the domain. Therefore the alternative that is already adopted in practice is the right one-to introduce extra "boundary equations" for values of U outside the domain. This complicates the stability theory (von Neumann is assisted by Kreiss) but it makes possible a more centered and more stable method. Our limits show that centering is necessary, for high accuracy with stability:
Theorem 2. The accuracy of a stable implicit difference scheme for u, = ux is limited by p < min{r + s + R + S,2(r + R + l),2(s + S)}.
Stability will mean that there is a range 0 < p < p0 of Courant numbers p = At/Ax in which the method satisfies von Neumann's condition (and also, in the implicit case, the condition on the poles of Q(z)). We suppose that the coefficients bj and cy depend analytically (probably polynomially) on p.
We note immediately that the first limitation p<r + s + R + S is well known. Equality is achieved only by the Padé schemes, which choose coefficients by matching as many powers of 0 as possible in the expansion 2c,^ = e<*fl(2v'7tf)-Equivalently, the ratio A(z) = P(z)/Q(z) is the r + s/R + S Padé approximation to z'i+r~R, and this approximation is known to be "normal" [1] ; an extra order of accuracy never occurs for 0 < p < 1. We study the stability of these implicit methods, which generalize the explicit and maximally accurate " Lagrange" methods of [14] , in the following sections.
This section admits any choice of coefficients, and the bounds p < 2(r + R + 1) and p < 2(s + S) will be proved by the techniques of order-stars. 4 As a preliminary simplification, we derive from the given fully discrete scheme its associated semidiscrete form. If the original scheme is explicit, then this step is the one described in the 3The second author may perhaps add a personal confession: he thought it would be impossible. It was the first author who succeeded, leading to a remarkable extension of the results known earlier. But it is still not understood why, in one application after another, stability is achieved along precisely three diagonals.
4The case s = S = 1 was given first (with the change x -» -x) in [16] .
introduction: the coefficients are gj = dcj/dp evaluated at p = 0. In that case the limit on p was known for semidiscrete schemes and Theorem 1 (the bound for discrete explicit methods) was immediate. In the implicit case the corresponding limits on accuracy are not yet established, and that represents our chief task.
In analogy with Cj -» 8J0 in the explicit case, we assume that as p -» 0 the map in (2.1) from U(t) to U(t + At) approaches the identity. In other words, we require that 2bj(0)e¡JB = 2cy(0)e'^, or (2.2)
From the pole condition for stability, the denominator Q cannot vanish for | z | and 0 < p < p0. The semidiscrete scheme derived from (2.1) is also implicit, of the form s* (2.3) dU 2 föix +vAx, 0=2 SjU(x +jAx, t).
-R*
To determine its coefficients, we can begin with 2c,(/t)e'* 2b:(p)e^e = e'^ + 0(6p+x), and differentiate with respect to ft. Evaluated at p = 0, this becomes an approximation to id of order/?* > (2.4)
We note that p:
h{e">) *fj< ¡je ¡6 + 0(9p" + x). d_ dp (!) ,« = 0 n=o because b -c at ju, = 0. Therefore the powers of e'e in the numerator extend at most from -r* to s*, and in the denominator from -£* to 5*, with r* = max{r, £}, £* = min{r, £}, s* = max{s, S}, S* = min{s, S}.
This semidiscrete limit can be derived in a different but equivalent way: we start with the rational function A(z, p) -P/Q, and construct (2.5)
-r-ln A. dp 0, this becomes
From the assumption (2.2) that A = zr R at p 7/(z) = zrQU,0) zRP(z,0)
Again the degrees of numerator and denominator are r* + s* and R* + S*. And since A(z) approximated zr~R+,i, the logarithmic derivative yields (2.6) H(z) =lnz + 0(\z-1 \p'+x), P*>P-To prove that stability is inherited along with accuracy, we need to establish the conditions for an implicit semidiscrete scheme to be stable: (1) The von Neumann condition: Re hie'6) < 0 for all 0.
(2) The pole condition: £(z) has R* zeros in \z\< 1 and S* zeros in \z\> 1. It follows that (2.3) is stable if (2.1) is stable: the zeros of £(z) are the zeros of Qiz, 0), apart from zeros at the origin which correct for the difference in degree, and one von Neumann condition implies the other:
We sketch the proof of Lemma 2.1, taking this opportunity to explain the relation of the pole condition to the Wiener-Hopf factorization referred to in the introduction. Effectively, it converts an implicit method with finitely many coefficients/^ and g into an explicit method with infinitely many. On the whole line -oo < x < oo, this step does not require Wiener-Hopf; the ratio H -G/F can be expanded in a Laurent series (powers of z and z'x) and the coefficients are those of a large explicit scheme. Its stability hinges entirely on the von Neumann condition Re hie ) < 0, as demonstrated by Fourier analysis.
What changes on a semi-infinite or finite interval is the problem of uniform invertibility of the implicit part. It is no longer sufficient to require only that the denominator be nonzero for \z\-1. We remarked in the introduction that the implicit operator is a Toeplitz matrix: the equation (2.3) in vector form is dV (2.7) £-= GV, with Fu = fj_t, GiJ = gj_" and Vj(t) = U(jAx, t).
Our problem is to show that the pole condition makes £ uniformly invertible and that Re h < 0 gives F~XG a bounded exponential (and conversely). Then the solution remains bounded and the difference scheme is stable.
On a half line 0 < x < oo the matrices £ and G are infinite and the Wiener-Hopf technique applies directly; it factors £ into a product UL of upper and lower triangular matrices which are themselves Toeplitz. We begin by factoring the associated polynomial £(z), whose coefficients^ lie on the diagonals of the matrix £:
where the S* factors corresponding to the largest roots go into U(z), and the other £* factors into £(z). The constant c is the coefficient/s. of the leading term, and can go into U. Then the polynomial U(z) = 2u-zJ corresponds to an upper triangular Toeplitz matrix with UtJ = Uj_¡, and £(z) = 1ljZj corresponds to a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix with Ltj = lj_i+Rm. (It is here that we compensate for the factor zR* in £(z).) The Wiener-Hopf method depends entirely on the properties of this correspondence:
(ii) U is invertible if and only if the S* roots of £/(z) satisfy | z, |> 1, and U~x is again Toeplitz.
(iii) £ is invertible if and only if the £* roots of £(z) satisfy | z, |< 1, and £"' is again Toeplitz.
(iv) £ is invertible if and only if both factors are invertible. (v) F'XG -L'XU'XG is similar to U~XGL~X, which is a Toeplitz matrix. These properties are not difficult to establish, but neither are they automatic; a product £,£2 of Toeplitz matrices is not normally Toeplitz. It is, if £, is upper triangular or T2 is lower triangular, and that explains the last step: the matrix H = U'XGL'X is constant down each diagonal, and those constants are the coefficients in the expansion of h = 2gJe'je/'S,fje'je in powers of e'e. Therefore the correspondence between functions and matrices has one further property:
( (1) and (2) we look first at (iv) above; on 0 < x < oo the matrix £ is invertible only if the pole condition holds. Then stability requires Reh(e'$) < 0. If this fails for some 0, we take as initial data for W the exponential W] = eijB. The solution to W = HW is W(t) = e'HWiO), or Wj(t) = exp(y'0 + th), and with Re/i > 0 this explodes as t -» oo. Therefore W' -HW, FV = GV, and the original implicit equation (2.3) , are all unstable.
For the extension to a finite interval 0 < x < 1, on which the right boundary x = 1 interferes with the factorization into Toeplitz matrices, we refer to [17] . A "finite section" Toeplitz matrix may be invertible without the pole condition-a typical example would have/0 = 1 on the main diagonal and/, = 2 on the adjacent diagonal-but uniform invertibility will not hold as Ax -» 0. The sequence of matrices of increasing size behaves like the corresponding infinite Toeplitz matrix. If the pole condition holds, the triangular factors approach U and L, and the von Neumann condition leads to stability; this completes the lemma.
We come now to Theorem 2, which requires us to show that the pole condition and the von Neumann condition imply bounds on p* and therefore on p. The argument is carried out by the construction of order-stars and the verification of their properties, but it is technical and we begin with examples.
The order-star itself generalizes the one introduced in [19] . Instead of considering H(z) on the halfplane Rez < 0, we study the function aiz) = H(ez) -z on the strip § = {|Imz|<77-}. The essential properties of H will be reflected in the sets &* = {z eS: Rea(z)>0}, <$* = {z E S: Rea(z) < 0}.
We call &* and 6D* the order-star and the dual order-star of H. Their connected components are called 6B*-regions or 6E*-regions (and ^Q-regions or ^-regions) according to whether they are bounded or unbounded. We give four examples, choosing in each case the scheme with the maximum order of accuracy/?: ia) r = s = R = S = 1; p = 4:
It is easily seen that | £ | = | Q \ . For every 0 < p < 1, Q has one zero in the unit circle; hence the method is stable. Its semidiscrete derivative is similarly balanced at the extreme edge of stability:
and Re£f = 0.
By Lemma 2.1 this is also stable; its order-star is illustrated in Figure 1(a) . 
and so | Q \ < \ P | for /x -0, 0 -» 0, and the scheme is unstable. Moreover H(z) = --£ + 3z- §z2 + ^z3 and Reif = ^(1 -cos0)2(4cos0 -1) > 0 for 0 -> 0. The semidiscrete scheme is unstable; see Figure 1 (b) for its order-star.
ic)r = R = l,s = S = 0,p = 2:
It is easy to see that | £ | = | Q \ . However, the single zero of Q is (ix + l)/ip -1), outside the unit circle for 0 < /x < 1, and the pole condition is violated. This zero tends to -1 when ju -> 0, and so also the semidiscrete scheme //(z) = G(z)/£(z) = (-1 + z)/i\ + \z) is unstable; the pole condition now fails for £. id)r = 0,s = S = R=l,p = 3:
In this case lÔl2-|£|2 = i(2-/x)(l -ju)ju(1 + p)(l -cos0)2»O
for 0 < p < 1, and Q has one zero inside and one outside the unit circle. Hence the discrete scheme is stable. Furthermore, 2z + z and ReH(eiä) = -(I -cos0)2/(5 + 4cos0)<O.
The zeros of £ are -2 and 0, and therefore the associated semidiscrete scheme is also stable.
Inspection of Figure 1 suggests that the geometry of each order-star is linked to the stability of the scheme and to its order of accuracy.
The following four lemmas establish this connection. They are completely parallel to Propositions 4.1 -4.4 in Iserles [9] . Note that in this count we identify x + iir with x -iir. In Figure 1(b) there are three sectors of 6D* which tend to infinity, one of which is bisected by ±iir + R. Lemma 2.5. Every zero of the denominator F lies on the boundary ofGL. Furthermore each d*-region and ^-region has at least one zero of F on its boundary.
From these lemmas we show that stability imposes restrictions on the order p*. Lemma 2.6. 7/(2.3) is stable then p* < 2(r + R + 1).
Proof. We bound from above the number of sectors of 62* which may reach the origin from §". By Lemma 2.4 there are at most \r -R\ 62*-regions in S". With the sole exception of an 62*-region which is bisected by ±iir + R, such a region reaches the origin more than once only if it encircles ^-regions which reach the origin. By Lemma 2.5 these ^-regions have zeros of £ on their boundaries. Those zeros must lie inside S~, because these ^-regions are separated from ±iir + R by the appropriate 62* -regions.
The origin can also be reached in S" by sectors of &■*-regions. By Lemma 2.5 every boundary of such a region contains a zero of £. Because of stability, there are £* zeros of £ in §". Furthermore, by Lemma 2.2, no sector of 62* may approach the origin through the imaginary axis.
Let M' and M+ denote the number of sectors of 62* which reach the origin in §" and in §+ . By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 (2.8) p* = M+ +A/--1; M+-1 <M"<M++1.
The largest possible value oí M' is attained when all the zeros of £ in S " lie on ± iir + R, because then each zero accounts for two sectors of 62q -regions which adjoin the origin. Thus M~*£ | r -£ | +1 + 2£* =/-+ £+ 1 ; in this case \r -R\ +1 sectors from 62*-regions and 2£* sectors of 62*-regions reach the origin in S".
Hence (2.8) yields the limit p* < 2(r + £ + 1).
A similar argument will give p* < 2(î + S + 1). However it is not optimal; a more careful analysis will strengthen this bound. The original differential equation ut = ux is not symmetric in x-u(x, t) is determined by the initial value «0(x 4-/), so that signals travel from right to left-and we have assumed p = At/Ax < 1. Therefore we may expect that the number of points r + 1 to the left of the first mesh interval corresponds to the number s to its right, and similarly for £ + 1 and S.
Assume that M+ s> s + S + 1. By repeating the proof of the last lemma for S+ , instead of S", it is readily seen that this may happen only if two of the sectors of 6E* which adjoin the origin in S+ belong to a single 62^-region, which is bisected by ±iir + R. Htrce there is some y0 > 0 such that, for every x > y0, ±iir + x E 62 or, by definition, Re{Hi~ex) -x} = Re a(±/V + x) > 0.
It is evident from (2.6) that /* # 0 exists such that i/(z) =/*zisS'(l + 0(i)).
Hence M+ > s + S + 1 implies that (-l)s_s/* > 0.
Lemma 2.7. If (-1)J s//(z) < 0 for z » 0 and (2.3) is stable, then p* < 2(s + S).
Proof. (-l)i-5#(z) < 0 for z » 0 implies (-l)i_5/* < 0. Hence M + < 5 + 5. Then stability and (2.8) imply the lemma.
Suppose now that/)* > 2(5 + S). Then M+ > s + S + 1 and i-l)s~sf* > 0. We know from [9] that for every q > 0 the explicit semidiscrete scheme (2.9) f <*■ » -s ,|, u -off+,), ('T' w-+"* ')-"(--'*'• '» is stable and of order 2^. Let
Then 2q is the function H which corresponds to the method (2.9). We now set, for 0<a< 1,
Therefore Ga is of degree at most 5 + 5 + r* + 5*, and Fa is of degree s + S + r* + S*. Furthermore Fa -zs+sF has exactly s + S + r* zeros in the unit circle and S* zeros outside. Combined with
ReHa(e'e) = aReH(e'e) + (1 -a)Re2J+s(e'e) < 0, this implies that Ha represents for every a E [0,1] a stable method.
Because (-1)1-5/* > 0, there exists a0 E (0,1) at which the degree of Ga is one less than that given above. Therefore the order-star of £fa at a0 has only | s -S | -1 sectors of 62* and | s -S \ -1 sectors of 6D* tending to infinity in S+ . The order/;* of this method is 2(s + S).
Note that Ga and Fa have larger degrees than G and £, but Fa and £ have the same number of zeros in | z |> 1; the number of sectors of 62* which tend to infinity in S+ is actually diminished at a -a0.
If i-l)sSXHa < 0 for a = a0 and z » 0, then by an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 2.7, p* < 2(5 + 5 -1). Hence, because/?* = 2(5 + S), necessarily i-iy-s~xHa>o.
By induction we define a sequence of methods Hkiz), 0 < k < | s -S \ , such that Hk(z) = Gk(z)/Fki2)md 3. The Padé schemes. This secton begins the proof that certain special difference approximations which attain the maximal accuracy p -r + s + R + S are at the same time stable. We emphasize that most choices of these integers leave no chance for such a proof; for this value of/?, Theorem 2 implies instability unless (3.1) r + s + R + 5<2(r+ £ + 1) and r + s + R + S < 2(5 + 5).
In other words, the only chance for stability occurs when the scheme is sufficiently centered:
(3.2) r + R<s + S<r + R + 2.
When stability is proved, it will hold over the full interval 0 < p -At/Ax < 1. where m = r + s is the degree of £,« = £ + 5 is the degree of Q, and X = r -R + p. Therefore A is the [m/n] Padé approximation to zx at z = 1; it is the unique rational function of the given degree that satisfies (3.3). It is natural to call the associated difference approximation a Padé scheme. The rest of this paper is devoted to the stability problem for Padé schemes. We recall the two requirements for stability:
(1) The von Neumann condition: | P/Q | =£ 1 for | z | = 1.
(2) The pole condition: Q has £ zeros in | z | < 1 and 5 zeros in | z | > 1. This section prepares for the verification of these two conditions. First, we compute explicitly the difference | Q \2 -\ P |2, which must be nonnegative, and then we identify Q as the Möbius transform of a generalized Jacobi polynomial. We denote | Qie,e, X)\2-\ P(e", X) \2 by D, and 2(1 -cos 0) by X. 
For m> n the signs of D andX, and the integers m and n, are reversed:
For m = n the difference is D = \ Q \2 -| £ |2 = 0.
The pole condition is satisfied if and only if the Jacobi polynomial P^a-B)(z), with a = r -R + p and ß = s -S -p, has R zeros in the right halfplane Re z > 0 and S zeros in Re z < 0.
We recall that (y)0 = 1 and (y)k = y(y + 1) • • • iy + k -1).
The proof of (3.4) begins by connecting the polynomials £ and Q to the hypergeometric function
The link is given by an identity of Euler [13, p. 60]:
We set a = -n, b = X -m + e, and d = -n -m + e, avoiding by means of e the inadmissible values d = 0,-1, -2,_Then a + b -d -X, and Iserles [10] computed the limits of both series in (3.5) as e -> 0+ . The one on the right is a polynomial, because the factor (a)k = (-n)k vanishes after the term with k -n. The sum on the left side of (3.5) omits in the limit of powers k = m + l,...,m + n, leaving
These sums must therefore be the polynomials £ and Q in the Padé approximation to zx. Because the second made no contribution to the error term, it gives a direct representation of Q:
Qm/"(z, X) = lim 2 £,(-«, X -m + e; -n -m + e; 1 -z). 
In our case z, = 1 -e'e and z2 = zx = 1 -e~'e. Thus zx + z2 = zxz2 = X = 2(1 -cos0), and the hypergeometric function on the right side is identically 1. Therefore (3.9) | Q |2 = lim 2 (-")*(/-™ + eY;™+ *)*<-"-M*^.
e-o 0 k\(-n -m + e)k( -n -m + e)2k
For m > n the limiting process is trivial; the term (-n)k is (-l)kn\/(n -k)\ for k < n, and vanishes for k > n. To the other terms in (3.9) we apply the same identity, with vanishing e, and with C = m\n\[(m + n)!]"2 we get
3.10 Q 2 = C2 -1 -^-T77-TYT7-ttt-^ -« -A , -m + X ,^. Finally we use the identity Pm/n(z, X) = Qn/m(z, -X) to reach a similar expression for | £ |2. For m = n the result is identical to (3.10), and D = \ Q \2 -| £ |2 is zero. For w < « we look at (3.11) for | Ö |2 and at (3.10) for | £ |2. In the latter, reversing m and n as well as the sign of X leaves (-« -X)ki~m + X)k invariant; therefore the first sum in (3.11) exactly cancels the new (3.10). This leaves the second sum in (3.11) as the difference D, and this is our formula (3.4). The second part of the theorem, concerning the poles of Q, comes from identifying the hypergeometric form (3.7) as a multiple of a Jacobi polynomial. The two are connected by the identity [13, p. 255] n-»(.)= {!/"+ßh l^YsU-ß-r.-.-ß-*-.
' '
We set a -X and ß = m -n -X -e; as e -» 0 the ratio approaches (3.12) ]im(l+* + ßh. = (m + «V.
(l+a + ß)n m\ and the hypergeometric function approaches Q. Then with w = (1 + z)/(l -z), or 2/(w + 1) = 1 -z, the identity becomes
Finally we can make contact with the poles. They are the zeros of the generalized Jacobi polynomial P^a-B)(w), with indices a = X = r -R + p and ß = m -n -X = s -S -p. The argument is w = (1 + z)/(l -z), the Möbius transform, so that the zeros of Q in | z |< 1 correspond to zeros of £"<a,B) in Re w > 0. There must be £ such zeros, if the implicit part of the difference equation is to be uniformly invertible, and the other n -R = S zeros must have negative real part. (We note that (3(1, A) ^ 0 from the exact order m + n of the Padé approximation.) Therefore Theorem 3 is proved. For a, ß > -1 the Jacobi polynomials are orthogonal over [-1,1] with respect to (1 -x)°(l + x)^, and their zeros are in this interval. For indices below -1, which will occur as the implicit part uses more meshpoints, the zeros may be complex-but without ruling out the possibility of stability.
Remark. For the explicit case n = 0, these Padé schemes become the " methods of maximum accuracy" studied by the second author in [14] . The stability established there should be confirmed by our formula (3.4'); with X -r + p and X = 2(1 -cos 0) it becomes
Suppose first that the scheme is centered: r = s. Then m = 2r, and every term in the sum is negative for 0 < p < 1. (The factors in the numerator have opposite sign for all k > r.) Therefore the sign (-l)m+1 makes D positive, and verifies the von Neumann condition \P\< 1.
If -1 < p < 0, then (3.14) remains positive (D is an even function of p). Or, to follow our system more faithfully, we shift the scheme and verify stability for 0 < p < 1 after 5 is increased and r is decreased by 1. In the remaining stable case 5 = r + 1, m is odd and the terms in the sum are positive.
The proof that no other choice is stable comes more easily from Theorem 1 than from (3.14). For methods of maximum accuracy/? is r + s, and then Theorem 1 gives r<5<r + 2asin (3.2). Therefore the stabihty limits found in [14] were the largest possible; if for example the scheme based on U(x -rAx ),..., U(x + rAx) were stable on an interval outside -1 < p = At/Ax < 1, we could shift the method to move this new interval into 0 < p < 1. The accuracy would still be r + s, as noted just before Theorem 1, but then that theorem rules out stability. After a time step of twenty years, the stable cases remain stable and the others are finally excluded. 4 . The cases m = n and m -n = ± 1. In this section we characterize all the stable Padé schemes in which the number of points at the two time levels differs at most by one. If m = n then D = 0 by Theorem 3, and the Padé method is stable if and only if Q has the correct number of zeros in the unit circle. For m -n = ±1, there is only a single term in D and we can determine its sign; it is again the pole condition which presents the difficulty.
For m -n, Theorem 2 drastically restricts the candidates r, s, R, and 5 for stability. In what follows we will determine directly all the stable combinations without resorting to order-stars. First we need a lemma on the behavior of rational approximations (not necessarily the Padé £ and Q) to z\ This lemma is close in spirit and in proof to the Maximal Interpolation Theorem (Iserles [11] ). Lemma 4.1. Let Biz, X) -P/Q belong to itm/" [z] . Then for every noninteger value X < m + I, the equation £(x, X) = xx has at most n + m + 1 real roots, counted with their multiplicity.
Proof. Every root is also a zero of xpix, X) -£(x, À) -xx<2(x, X), of at most the same multiplicity. Hence it is sufficient to show that xp has at most n + m + 1 real zeros.
By repeated differentiation of xp with respect to x we find üfí = p _ xx-k0
where Pk E irm_k [x] , Qk E ir" [x] . In particular
If Qm+\ were identically zero, then Qm+X = XQm + x3gm/6x would imply Qm = Cx"x. This is impossible for C ^ 0, because X is not an integer while Qm is a polynomial. Thus Qm will be identically zero, and by induction we obtain Q = Q0 =-0 which is impossible. Hence Qm+, is not identically zero.
The zeros of dm+xxp/dxm+x coincide with the zeros of Qm+X, because X < m + 1, and Qm+X has degree n. We apply the Rolle theorem m + 1 times and obtain n + m + 1 as an upper bound on the number of zeros of xp. This completes the proof. Lemma 4.2. For Padé, if D > 0 for every 0 < 0 < 2ir and 0 < p < 1, then Q¥=0 over the same intervals. Therefore stability for p -» 0 implies stability for 0 < p < 1.
Proof. If Q = 0 at 60, p0, then D = -| £ |2 = 0 and so exp(/'0o) is also a zero of £. Hence £ and Q have a nontrivial (linear or quadratic) common factor. After reduction by this factor we obtain a rational function of lower degree that violates Lemma 4.1 at the value X = r -R + p0.
Thus with D > 0, the zeros of Q cannot touch (or cross) the unit circle for 0 < jtt < 1. After the Möbius transform from the circle to the imaginary axis /R, we let H+ip), £-ip)> and îoiP) denote the number of zeros in Rez > 0, Rez < 0, and on z'R. Then it is sufficient in verifying the pole condition to know these numbers at p = 0 and (in case £0(0) > 0) at ft = 1.
We begin with the case m -n, for which | £ | = | Q \ and stability depends on the zeros of the Jacobi polynomial £n(r_Ä+/*>Ä-',+iO To find those zeros for ft = 0, we begin with the identity [18, p. 64] Before we investigate the Padé schemes with m -n -±1, we need to study further the zeros of Jacobi polynomials. We recall the Markoff Theorem [18, p. 115]: Let {(f"(x; a)}™=0 be a set of polynomials, orthogonal with respect to the continuous weight function »v(x; a) > 0 in the interval (a, b). Let x\"\a) < x2"\a) < ■ ■ ■ < x(nn)(a) denote the zeros of <p". If 31niv(x; a)/da is an increasing function of x in (a, b) and if the integrals f£xrdw/dadx are uniformly convergent for every v > 0, then dxkn\a)/da > 0 for 1 < k < n.
In our case w = (1 -x)k+,i(l + x)*-*1, for k = 0,1 • • •. Hence 8 In w(x; p)/dp = ln(l -x) -ln(l + x), a decreasing function in (-1,1) . Therefore dxkn)(p)/dp < 0 for all n zeros of p^+M-iO We turn to the zeros of P^+i.t) for y > 1. We set a -ß -y and a = ß = y + 1, respectively, in the identities [13, p. 265] (1 + z)P^-B+x\z)
This yields All the zeros of p¡¡y+x-y) are real. Hence, because (4.6) implies |0(y) = 0, £+ (y) and £_(y) must be constant for y > -1. Consequently, they can be evaluated at the particular choice y = -\. To examine the zeros of £"(1/2"l/2), we identify the Padé method which corresponds to this polynomial by virtue of Theorem 3.
If n is even we set r = 5 = £ = 5, to obtain D = 0. For odd n we set r = £ = in -l)/2, 5 = 5 = in + l)/2, and again D = 0. We now apply Lemma 4. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Note that each stable choice falls within the limits (3.2) set by Theorem 2. However, not every choice which satisfies these constraints leads to stability.
5. The case £ = 5 and m^> n. We know that the most accurate explicit schemes, the Padé schemes with £ = 5 = 0, are stable for r < s < r + 2 and not otherwise. Thus every case admitted as possible by Theorem 1 is actually stable. We recall from (3.2) that for more general Padé schemes the corresponding limitation (a direct consequence of Theorem 2) was (5.1) r+ R<s + S^r + R + 2.
Our goal is to establish that for any choice with £ = 5 and m > n, (5.1) is exactly the condition for stability. These are the centered, maximally accurate, and " mostly explicit" methods, and they are stable over the interval 0 < ft < 1. The hypotheses £ = 5 and m > n admit only one other possibility that satisfies the necessary conditions (5.1). It is r = S -l, s = R + 1, whose stability was established in Theorem 4A. Therefore the proof of Theorem 5 is complete; for these Padé approximations the necessary conditions for stability are also sufficient.
There is one more class for which we can prove the same result. It is the case r = s and n > m, of centered and "mostly implicit" schemes; stability is confirmed exactly when £ < 5 < £ + 2, by studying the reciprocal of P/Q and reversing the sign of ft.
The most general case, in which r, s, R, and 5 are entirely arbitrary, is still too delicate even to conjecture the right conditions for stability. Our proofs depended on the hypergeometric identity for | Q |2 -| £ |2 in Theorem 3, and on the verification that every term in that sum was positive. In general this is too much to expect. The identity will remain correct and fundamental, but with terms of opposite sign the von Neumann condition becomes a close thing. Nevertheless we are optimistic about the possibility of a complete solution.
